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Create or import your videos.
 "Pintag" and share them with the world!
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The video format is used more and more in 
education, including higher education, as it is a 
very accessible, visual, attractive and up-to-date 
resource. 

ClassInTheBox has developed citbREC, a solution 
that was born to combine, through what we 
have called the "transmedia video", the digital 
resources available or created for the occasion 
and in this way expand and enrich the video, 
which becomes the context, i.e the hub that 
connects the different digital resources by 
means of pins and tags distributed in its timeline.

citbREC, which also incorporates a tool (browser extension) to screencast and thus record classes, videoconferences or 
video tutorials, allows you to import any video to the platform to be "pintagged" and converted into a transmedia 
video, a video enriched with the necessary digital resources.

citbREC: the hub, in video format,
of all available digital resources

Create or import videos

View of the Inspire Gallery, from where you can get ideas and directly import resources created by other teachers.
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A pin is a temporary mark in the duration of the video, while a tag is a segment, that is, it has a beginning and an end. 
Working with a video in citbREC is like working with a text document but in video format, and this is where our innovation 
value lies, in being able to work directly on the video, leaving marks to expand its content and make the video an 
updated, visual and interactive resource.

PINS and TAGS:
What is "pintagging"?

"A pintagged video is a video enriched with 
what you need to make sense of it and 
facilitate its understanding: images, 
infographics, documents, presentations, 
etc. As if you were working on a written 
text, pintagging is like adding post-its
and underlining those parts that
deserve attention, which is great!"

José Antonio Santander Figueredo
GEG Mentor for LATAM at Google for Education
President of the Bolivian Association of Project Management
Postgraduate Professor,  Bolivia

Example of a pintagged video, with pins at the top and tags at the bottom.
In the left area we can find the descriptions of each of them.



A new-concept tool
to help university students

Video tutorials, educational videos, documentaries, webinars, etc… Students manage a great deal of videos in their 
student lives, not only sent or referred to by their teachers, but also searched on the web or created by themselves. 
citbREC helps them organize, annotate and curate video content by adding information, links, infographics, etc. 
through pins and tags and sharing with their classmates or team members. 

• Create collections of videos and curate content by year, subject, topic or project.

• Use a colour code to differentiate the type of information contained in pins or tags
   (i.e blue for weblinks, red for key points to remember or important ideas, yellow for calls to action, etc.)

• Use pintagged videos to brainstorm ideas for a class project.

• Record video conference meetings, pintag them and share the videos with the attendants
   to distribute roles and responsibilities.

• Use pintagged videos as support material for a project presentation.

• Share individual pins or tags with anyone.

• Link different videos or even link videos to specific pins or tags of other videos!

citbREC helps students get more out of videos through all available annotation and markup options.



We believe in creativity, which is why citbREC encourages active student participation not only through enriched 
viewing of interactive videos, but also by being protagonists in the creation of transmedia videos. Through the 
student profile, they can create their own transmedia videos and pintag their own content.

In addition, they can view the assignments and follow the instructions left in the video itself: underline main ideas and 
secondary ideas, locate and mark information in the text, create content and attach it to the video, respond in text, 
audio or video format to the questions left in the video, etc.

Through the task management module, teachers can carry out a formative assessment through the feedback of the 
work done, in order to promote continuous learning during the process.

Empowering  students

Manuel Serrano Hidalgo
Secretariat of Educational Innovation

Universidad de Sevilla, Spain

"citbREC allows you to work with video in a way that was 
inconceivable until now, allowing teachers and students to 
annotate their progress bar and enrich it with all kinds of digital 
resources. Transmedia video allows me to index, in the video 
itself, all those materials that are necessary, at the moment
of the video when they are most relevant”.

General view of a video assigned to a class group from the Task Manager.

View of the work done by a specific student.



The possibilities of sharing videos and assignments, through links, 
QR codes, connectivity with other applications and LMS (learning 
management systems) make our tool very versatile and suitable 
for the entire educational community.

We strongly believe that our solution, citbREC, brings novelty in 
the field of edtech applications, and it is being received that way 
among teachers, who recognize the potential of citbREC to work 
with the video format in the classroom and outside of it.
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